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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
..... t ' • " • 
JANUARY 21, 1960 
THE BoARD OF REGENTS MET IN MEETING RooM No. 1 OF THE STuDENT UNJ.oN BuiLDING AT 
10:00 A, M,, C. 5. T,, ON THURSDAY, JANUARY 21, 1960, IN REGULAR SESSION, WITH THE FOLLOWING 
MEMBERS·PRESENT: MR. R .. H. WHITE, MR •. GL.ENN!DDRAN: MR. Lou1s LITCHFIELD, MR. W. G. 
ScHOEPFLJN, MR. ALTON 8. MITCHELL, AND MR. WENDELL BuTLER, MR. DoRAN AND MR. 
ScHOEPFLJN ARRIVED AFTER THE MEETING HAD BEEN CALLED TO ORDER. MR. JoHN BLAcKBURN 
WAS ABSENT; CHAIRMAN~8UT.LER P~&:SIDED, 
I 
AGENDA 
\ 
PRESIDENT Wooos PRESENTED THE FOLLOWING AGENDA FOR THE• MEETING: 
AGENDA 
OF" 
MEETING OF BOARD OF REGENTS 
JANUARY 21, 1960 
'-
I. MINUTEs oF THE ~~ARC MEgTIN~- HELD ON OcTOBER 12. 1959. 
II. REPORT oF THE CoMMITTEE oN ENTRANCE, CREDITS. CeRTJ FICATION. AND GRAouAtiON 
. ·. 
Ill. 
!·' • 
RES .. GNATIONS 
NAME 
MRs. AMtE WHITE 
DR. MuRRAY A CowiE 
MRs. SALLY ALEXANDER 
MRs. EMILY VIVIANO 
IV. LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
VERNON ANDERSON 
MR. W1 LLIAM BoAz 
MRs. WANDA F. D1cK 
DR. M. G. CARMAN 
v. ADJUSTMENTS IN SALARY 
H. C. WooDBRIDGE 
JEsSIE RoBERTS 
MARY BoYD 
MAYME WHITNEL:L 
ANNIE S. WooDBRIDGE 
DoN HuNTER 
FRANK StEELY 
HuNtER HANcocK 
EwELL TINSLEY 
BuRIE CHARLTON 
L. G. CuRe 
G. A. WILSON 
J. D. JoNES 
E. B. HowTON 
. . 
AssiGNMENT EFFECTIVE I 
JANITRESS, ORDWAY HALL 11- 1-59 
Assc. PRoF"., UNG. AND LoT, 12- 1-59 
SEcRETARY, CAFETERIA 1-31-60 
PART""TIME SEc., HEALTH AND P.E. 12-31-59 
' .. 
AssiGNMENT EFFECTIVE 
Assc. PRo.-., BusiNESS 6-13-6Q-- 8- 6-60 
AssT. PRo.-.. FoNE ARTS 2- 1-GQ-- 9- 1-60 
SECRETARY, REGISTRAROS 0.-.-ocEIZ-18-59--12-31-59 
PROF"., MATH DEPT, 6-13-6o-- 8- 6-60 
MoNTHLY SALARY 
AssiGNMENT. FROM .Th_ EFFECTIVE 
CLASS, LANG •• LoT. $300.00 EXTRA F"OR 12-1-59--1-Ji-ill 
DIN, RM., SuPERVISOR 135.00 $140.00 1-1-60 
CooK, CAFETERIA 135.00 140.00 .1-1-60. 
LIBRARIAN, CoLLEGE HtGH 275.00 295.00 12-1-59--12-31-59 
275.00 302.00 1- 1-60-1-31-60 
IN st., LANG. AND L•r. 200.00 500.00 11-16-59--1-31-60 
Assc. PRoF., EDuCATION 541.66 583.33 2- 1-6Q--6-30-60 
PROF,, SociAL SciENCES 558.33 583.33 2- 1-6o--6-3Q-60 
PROF,, BIOLOGY 575.00 583.33 2- 1-60--6-30-60 
CooK 145.00 155.00 1- 1-60 
CooK 150.00 155.00 1- 1-60 
CooK 150.00 155.00 1- 1-60 
DISHWASHER 145.00 155.00 1- 1-60 
DISHWASHER 150.00 155.00 1- 1-60 
PROF.' HEAD, DEPT. OF AG. 640.00 660.00 2- 1-6o--6-30-60 
I 
I 
I 
VI. EMPLOYMENT 
NAME 
c. J. BRADLEY 
BETHEL RtcHARosoN 
MILDRED HooGE 
LEE A. DEw 
MAxiNE ANoERsoN 
J. I. PATTON 
WILLIAM GARTMAN 
JAMES H. MAsoN 
MRs. CHRISTINE PARKER 
JACK WILSON 
MRs. JANICE E. SrocK 
FRANK GuNTER 
VII. STUDY CENTERS OFF-CAMPUS 
Esco GuNTER 
M. G. CARMAN 
AssiGNMENT 
PART-TIME, INsT., SociAL Sc1. 
PART-TIME, INsT., BusiNEss 
SECRETARY, CAFETERIA 
AssT. PRoF., Soc. Sc1. 
PART-TIME, BooKKEEPER 
NATIONAL 0EF. STuDENT LoANs 
JANITOR, CAFETERIA 
AssT. PRoF. LANG. AND LaT. 
CoNoucT WoRKSHOP IN ENGLISH 
AssT. PRoF., MATHEMATICS 
INST., MATHEMATICS 
PART-TIME SEc., HEALTH AND PE 
AssT. PRoF., ART 
EoucATION G250 
MATHEMATICS 113 
VIII. SuMMER SciENCE INSTITUTE FOR MuRRAY SrATE CoLLEGE--1960 
IX. SuMMER SABBATICAL LEAVE RE9UESTS 
MoNTHLY 
SALARY 
$400.00 
100.00 
175.00 
540.00 
100.00 
150.00 
520.00 
1!000.00 
550.00 
522.22 
80.00 
450.00 
PADUCAH 
LoNE OAK 
12~L 
EFFECTIVE 
1-29-6Q--I-31-60 
t-29-6o--l-31~6o 
I-18-6Q--6-30-60 
9- 1-6o--6-30-61 
2- l-6o--6-3Q-60 
II- l-:59--6-30-60 
2- l-6o--6-3Q-60 
JUNE 1960 
6-13-6o--6-30-60 
6-13-6o--&- &.-60 
1- 6-6Q--6-30-60 
2- 1-So--6-30760 
$300.00 
150.00 (ADDITIONAL) 
THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS OF THE FACULTY HAVE REQUESTED SABBATICAL LEAVE, AND J RECOMMEND 
THAT THEIR REQUESTS BE GRANTED. 
FRANCES BROWN VENONA RoGERS SIDNEY P. Moss 
REZINA SENTER RoLAND GooDGION LIZA SPANN 
HARRY SPARKS THOMAS HoGANCAMP PETE PANZERA 
C. S. LowRY VERDA tfApp..f 
X. Lo"'N AGREEMENT FOR PROJECT Ky.-CH-33 (D) 
CoNTRACT No. 302-359 wAs SIGNED ON NovEMBER 30, IN WHICH THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
ACTING THROUGH THE HousiNG AND HoME FINANCE AGENCY AGREED TO PURCHASE $683,000 IN BONos 
TO BE ISSUED BY MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE FOR FINANCING THE coNSTRUCTION oF A 242-BED 
DORMITORY. 
XI. Boo OPENING ON PROJECT KY.-CH-33 (p). INVI-TATION TO Boo No. 5-1346. 
'..J •• :-
BioS ON THIS CONSTRUCTION WERE OPENED IN THE DIVISION OF PuRCHASES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 
FINANCE ON JANUARY 7, AT 2:00P.M., c.s. T., THE APPARENT LOW BIDDER WAS HAL PERRY OF 
BENTON, i<E:NTUCKY, WHO BID $618,900. THIS WAS A LUMP BASE BID AS PER THE SPECIFICATIONS 
AND No ALTERNATES WERE ACCEPTED. THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE AND THE HousiNG AND HoME 
FINANCE AGENCY ARE ANALYZING THE BIOS AND IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT A CONTRACT WILL BE LET 
IN THE NEAR FUTURE. 
)(II. WoRKING WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF fiNANCE IN FINANCING AND BuiLDING THE DoRMITORY 
XIII. PuRcHASE OF THE CAUDILL PROPERTY. 
As PER THE REQUEST OF THE PRESIDENT AND BoARD OF REGENTs, THE CoMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
PURCHASED FOR THE USE AND BENEFIT ·OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE THE CAuDILL PRoPERTY WHICH 
CONSISTS OF APPROXIMATELY 9.8 ACRES, .JUST WEST OF THE ORCHARD HEIGHTS FARM PURCHASED FROM 
OR. CARR. THE STATE PAID $30,000 FOR THIS TRACT OF LAND, AND THE DEED WAS RECORDED IN 
CALLOWAY CouNTY CLERK'S OFFICE oN NovEMBER 20, 1959, IN DEED BooK No. 109, PAGE 295. 
THE TRANSACTION HAS BEEN COMPLETED AND THE CHECK HAS BEEN :I'SSUED AND 'PAID TO MR. CAUDILLo 
XIV. REPORT oN THE STATus oF MEtos· DoRMITORy• NO. 2, 
.c. ·'.' .•. 
'' 
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XV. REPAIRING GuTTERS IN ORDWAY !-!ALb 
THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE HAS ALLOCATED 
THE GUTTERS IN ORDWAY HALL. 
MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE $10,000 WITH WHICH TO REPAIR 
XVI. BuoGET REQUEST FOR MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE 
THE PREstoENTIS REQUEST TO THE DlvtsJON oF THE BvoGET F.OR THE FIRST YEAR OF THE BIENNIAL, 
1960-61, WAS $1,606,084 AND $1,775,018 FOR THE SECOND YEAR OF THE BIENNIAL, 1961-62. JN 
ADDITION TO THE ABOVE, WE HAVE REQUESTED $1,1QQ,QQQ WITH WHICH TO CONSTRUCT THE PROPOSED 
NEW CLASSROOM BUILDING. OJ-HER REQUESTS HAVE AND WILL CONTINUE TO BE MADE FOR ASSISTANCE 
IN PROVIDING MARRIED HOUSING UNITS1 ,REWORKING THE HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING IN THE f"tNE 
ARTS 8UJLOING 1 AND ADDLTIONAL REPAIRS AND RENOVATIONS FOR VARIOUS PROJECTS ON THE CAMPUS. 
XVII. NATIONAL DEFENSE STuDENT LoAN REPORT 
XVIII. REPORT OF THE THoMAS P. NoRRIS STuDENT LoAN fuND 
XIX. REPORT OF THE BusiNEss MANAGER 
XX. LIBRARY . 
THE SouTHERN AssOCIATION HAS CHANGED ITS FORMULA FOR DETERMINING THE AMOUNT •TO BE EXPENDED 
IN THE LIBRARv--NAMELY, THAT INSTEAD OF TAKING THE LARGEST ENROLLMENT FOR ANY ONE SEMESTER,, 
THE ASSOCIATION REQUIRES THE INSTITUTION TO TAKE THE EQUATED ENROLLMENT FOR THE FALL SEMESTER, 
THE EQUATED ENROLLMENT FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER, AND THE SUMMER ENROLLMENT AND DIVIDE BY 
Two. IN ORDER TO MEET THE REQUIREMENT oF THE SouTHERN AssociATION, wE WILL HAVE TO Aoo 
$3,300 TO THE LIBRARY BUDGET. WE NEED SOME MORE HELP IN THE LIBRARY DUE TO THE FACT THAT 
WE HAVE REWORKED THE GROUND FLOOR MAKING MORE READING SPAC,E, I ASK YOUR AUTHORIZATION TO 
EXPAND THE LIBRARY BUDGET OUT OF FUNDS NOT ALREADY ALLOCATED, 
XXI. 0rHER MATTERS To BE PRESENTED TO THE BoARD 
RHW:PR 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, 
-5- R. H. Wooos 
R. H. Wooos 
PRESIDENT 
MINUTES OF THE BoARD MEETING HELD ON OcTOBER 12. 1959. APPROVED, 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. MITCHELL THAT THE MINUTES OF THE BoARD MEETING HELD oN 
OcTOBER 12, 1959, BE APPROVED As RECEivEo, THIS MOTION wAs sEcoNDED BY MR. WHITE AND 
WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
REPORT OF THE CoMMITTEE ON ENTRANCE. CREDITS, CERTIFICATION, AND GRADUATION APPROVED. 
PRESIDENT Wooos PRESENTED THE FOLLOWING REPORT OF THE. CoMMITTEE oN ENTRANcE, 
CREDITS, CERTIFICATION, AND GRADUATION: 
To THE BoARD OF REGENTs 
MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE 
MuRRAY, KENTuCKY 
GENTLEMEN: 
JANUARY 21, 1960 
As PER THE DUTIES ASSIGNED TO THE CoMMITTEE oN ENTRANCE, CREDITS, ~CERTIFICATION, AND 
GRADUATION, WE REPORT AS FOLLOWS: 
THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WERE GRANTED DEGREES .OcTOBER 31, 1959: 
MARY LouiSE HERT BoNE 
BEN HELEN Joyce: BuRKEEN 
MARGARET EMERSON CARR 
BAcHELOR OF SciENCE 
NANNIE Sue: CROWDER 
VIRGIL MARSHALL HARRIS 
PAuL EDwiN MILLS 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
MINNIE HANKS RuE 
JAVAOA PARROTT'SMJTH-
BAcHELOR OF SciENCE (coNrT) 
RAv CARLTON WARMATH 
EoNA EARL WEBB 
DIPLOMAS IN NuRSING EoucATION 
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DtPLOMAS IN NuRSING EcucATION uNDER DATE OF NovEMBER 10, 1959, WERE SENT To M1ss MARTHA 
H. LvoN, R. N., DIRECTOR OF NuRSING EoucATION, 0wENSBORo-0AVJESS CouNTY HosPI;AL, 
OwENSBORO, KENTuCKY, FOR: 
PATSY GERALDINE BAKER 
THELMA NAoMI BEsT 
Wu:!DA RosE BLAvLOCK 
NELDA LEE BRATCHER 
PATRICIA ANN CocHRANE 
MARGARET SuE CooK 
JovcE MARIE CROWE 
Ruav NELL DEcKER 
JoAN CAROL GoARD 
MARTHA ALMA HEILMAN 
CAROL ANN i<ANTL.EHNER 
NANcy JANE LAMB 
HARoLoEAN PoRTER 
JACQUELYN ANN RIGGERT 
DoROTHY ANN ScHEIDER 
JANE RoARK ViNCENT 
SHIRLEY ANN WYLIE 
THE otPLOMA FOR EACH OF THE AsovE oATEo OcToaE·R 7, 1959. ' 
DuPLICATE DEGREE 
WE RECOMMEND MAKING FOR NINA MILDRED HIGHT, Now MRs. JAMES D. BENNETT, A DUPLICATE 
DEGREE, BAcHELOR OF SciENCE IN HoME EcoNOMICS, DATED MARcH 31, 1945, THE ORIGINAL 
REPORTED DESTROYED BY FIREo 
.· .. DEGREES TO BE GRANTED JANUARY 1960 
FoR THOSE APPLYING FOR DEGREES JANUARY, 1960, WE RECOMMEND THE DEGREEs BE~ GRANTED oN 
JANUARY 30, IF THEv MEET AL.L THE'1R FuigUiREMENT·s 's::OR sA·t·o DEGREES. 
-s- R. W. FARRELL -s- CLEO GILLIS HESTER 
-s- H. L. OAKLEY -s- WILLIAM G. NAsH·' 
-s- A. M. WoLFSON -s- E. B. HowTON 
-s- HARRY M. SPARKS -s- THoMAS B. HoGANCAMP 
MortoN WAS MADE BY MR; MiTcHELL. THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE ACTION ·oF GRANTING 
DEGREES TO THE PEOPLE LISTED AS RECE'niiNci DEGREEs As OF OcTOBER 31, 1959. THIS MOTION 
wAs SECONDED BY MR. WH1i-E AND. WAs' CARFuED UNANIMOUSLY. 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR; LiTCHFIELD. THAT THE BoARD AuTHORIZE THE 1ssU1NG OF A 
DUPLicATE CERTIFICATE TO N'.NA' MiLDRED' H1GHT, 'NOW'MRs: :JAMEs' D. BENNETT. THIS MOTION 
wAs SECONDED BY MR. 'M1TCt-iEi...i.. AND WAS CAR'RiE.D 'uNANIMoUsLY. 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. LITCHFIELD THAT IN KEEPING WITH THE RECOMMENDATION OF 
THE CoMMITTEE oN ENTRANCE,··CREDir's~ CERTIFICATION, AND G.RADUATION THAT ALL PEOPLE 
wHo QUALIFY FOR oEGREES BE GAANi-ED' SA'u:i DEGREES As OF JANUARY 30, 1960. THis MOTION 
wAs SECONDED BY MR. M1rCHEi..i.. AND WAS CAR'RiE'D 'u'NANtM6usLY, 
REsiGNATIONs AccEPTED 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR; MiTcHELL. THAT THE BeARe ·ACCEPT THE RESIGNATIONS AS SET 
FORTH IN ITEM Ill oF 'r'HE AGE.NoA. THIS MOTION wAs SECONDED ev MR. WHITE ANo THE ROLL 
wAs cALLED oN irS 'ADOPTiON' W•TH i-HE FOLLowiNG RESUL rs: MR: ·WHITE, AYE; MR. MITCHELL, 
AVE; MR. LITCHFIELD, AYE; MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AvE; AND MR. BuTLER, AYE. 
LEAVES oF ABsENCE GRANTED 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. WHITE THAT THE BoARD GRANT THE LEAVES OF ABSENCE AS SET 
FORTH IN ITEM IV OF THE AGENDA. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. MITCHELL AND THE ROLL 
wAs cALLED oN ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING REsuLTs: MR. WHITE, AvE; MR. MITCHELL, 
AVE; MR. LITCHFIELD, AvE; MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AvE; AND MR. BuTLER, AVE. 
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ADJUSTMENTS IN SALARY APPROVED 
' ' 
MoTION WAS MADE ev MR. LITCHFIELD THAT THE BoARD AUTHORIZE THE AoJ.~?TMENTS IN 
SALARY AS PRESENTED IN ITEM v OF THE AGENDA. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. MITCHELL 
AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. WHITE, AYE; 
MR. MITCHELL, AvE; MR. LITCHFIELD, AYE; MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AvE; AND MR. BuTLE·R, AVE. 
' '. ' ' 
EMPLOYMENT APPROVED 
" MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. WHITE THAT THE 80ARD AUTHORIZE THE EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONS 
AS RECOMMENDED BY THE PRESIDENT IN ITEM VI OF THE AGENDA. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED 
BY MR. MITCHELL AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: 
' ' . 
MR. WHITE, AVE; MR. MITCHEL.L, AvE; MR. LITCHFIELD, AvE; MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AvE; 
MR. DoRAN, AVE; ANo MR. BuTLER, AvE. 
STuDY CENTERS OFF CAMPUS APPROVED 
MoTION WAS MADE ev MR. LITCHFIELD THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE ADDITIONAL STUDY 
CENTERS WHICH WERE HELD OFF CAMPUS DURING THE FALL SEMESTER AND AUTHORIZE THE PAYMENT 
' ' ,, . 
THEREOF. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. DoRAN AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION 
WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. WHITE, AvE; MR. MITCHELL, AvE; MR. LITCHFIELD, AvE; 
MR. ScHoEPFLJN, AvE; MR. DoRAN, AvE; AND MR. BuTLER, AVE. 
SuMMER SciENCE INsTITUTE AND BuDGET APPROVED 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. DoRAN THAT THE BoARD AUTHORIZE THE OPERATION OF THE 
SuMMER SciENCE INsTITUTE FOR 1960 IN KEEPING WITH THE BUDGET As FOLLows: 
BuoGET FOR PRoPOSED 8 WEEK SuMMER INSTITUTE AT MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE 
A. SuPPORT oF PARTICIPANTS 
J. 60 STIPENDS AT $600 EACH 
2. ISO oEPENDEN.;.s AT $120 EACH. 
3. 60 TRAVEL ALLOWANCES AT $50 EACH 
ToTAL FOR SuPPORT OF PARTICIPANTS • 
, f I. ..J. 
B. OPERATIONAL CosT 
1, STAFF (INCLUDING SALARIES, HONORARIA, TRAVEL, ETC.) 
A, DIRECTOR (ToTAL A~OU~T FOR INSTITUTE) 
a. Ass~CIATE Du~ECTOR, IF ANY (As ABovE). 
c. STAFF (How MANY? 3 FULL Tl ME) • 
STAFF (How MA~v? 16 PART TIME). 
D. LEcTuRERs (How MANY? 4). 
Eo SECRETARIAL AND CLERICAL o 
F. AssiSTANTs oR OTHER sTAFF 
G, RETIREMENT • 
SuaToTAL FoR STAFF 
2. 0rHER DIRECT CosTs 
A. OFFICE SuPPLIES, PRINTING, PuBLICITY 
a. CosT OF LABORATORY MATERIALS • 
c. FrELD TRIPS (IF ANv) o ••••• 
o. IF REQUIRED! HEALTH SERVICE OR INSURANCE, AND 
SIMILAR COST INCURRED BY THE INSTITUTION ON 
BEHALF OF PARTICIPANTS o o o o 
E, MISCELLANEOUS DIRECT COSTS 
SuBTOTAL FOR DIRECT CosTs OTHER THAN STAFF. 
ToTAL DIRECT O~ERATIONAL CosT (81) PLUS (82) 3. A.LLOWA~cE ~OR IN~JRECT CosTs: UP. TO 15 PER~ENT OF 
DIRECT OP~RATJNG CosT~ (BJ •••••••••••• 
ToTAL OPERATING CosTs! (8,) PLUS (81) • • • • 0 • 
OPERATIONAL CosT PER PARTICIPANT PER WEe:K: D1v1DE 
$36,000 
IB,OOO 
3,000 
. . . . . 
$ 1,550 
650 
3,600 
9,200 
BOO 
BOO 
1,200 
$57,000 
$17,B00(8,) 
$ BOO 
600 
1,200 
400 
$ 3,000(8J 
$20, B00(8,) 
"3.120(81) 
.. $23,920(8) 
FIGURE (B) sv· No. oF sTIPENDS AND Bv No. OF WEE.Ks ••• $49.83 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
c. TuiTION AND FEES (REGISTRATION, CREDIT FEES, ETc.). 
ToTAL OPERATIONAL CosT I·N EXCESS OF TuiTION AND FEEs: 
SuaTRACT FIGURE (C) FROM FIGURE (8). RECORD REMAINDER 
ToTAL CosT oF INsTITUTE: Aoo EIGURES (A), (C), (D). REcORD SuM. 
CoNTRIBUTIONS FROM SouRcEs OTHER THAN NSF: 
ToTAL. AMOUNT REQUESTED FROM NATJONA~ SciENCE FouNDATION 
RouNDED TO: 
$----
23,920 (D) 
80,920 (E) 
-----(F) 
THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. LITCHFIELD, AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS 
L 
ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWI-NG RESULTS! MR •. WHITE, AYEi MR. MITCHELL, AYEi MR. ScHOEPFL.IN, 
AYEi MR. LJ.TCHFIELD, AVE·t MR. DoRAN, AvE; ANp MR. BuTLER, AYE. 
SuMMER SABBATICAL LEAyEs APPROVED 
0R. WoODS STATED THAT PERSONS REQUESTING A SUMMER SABBATICAL LEAVE FOR THE 
SUMMER OF 1960 WERE LISTED IN ITEM IX OF THE AGENDA. HE .FURTHER STATED THAT HE 
BELIEVED THERE WOULD -BE OTt£ RS REQUESTING SUMMER SABBAT.ICAL LEAVES WHEN MORE 
DEFINITE PLANS HAVE BEEN MADE, 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. DoRAN THAT THE PEOPL.E REQUESTING SUMMER sABBATICAL. 
L.EAVES IN ITEM IX OF THE AGENDA BE GRANTED SAID L.EAVE. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY 
MR. LITCHFIELD •AND "THE ROLL WAS· C:A.LLEo:oN ·ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: 
MR, WHITE, AvE; MR. MITCHELL, AvE; MR. LITCHFIEt.:o, AvE; MR. ScHOEPFL·IN, AYE;. MR. DoRAN, 
AVE; AND MR. BuTL£ R, AYE. 
LoAN AGREEMENT FOR .PRo"EcT No, Kx • .,.CH=33,,(p)· SoGNEo .. 
·' " 
DR. Wooos STATED THAT As PER THE AUTHORIZATION oF THE BoARD HE HAD SIGNED THE 
LoAN AGREEMENT' WITH THE• HousJNGIAND HoME FINANCE AGENCY, 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. MITCHELL THAT THE BoARD CONCUR IN THE ACTION OF THE 
PRESIDENT IN SIGNING THE LoAN AGREEMENT WITH THE HousJNG~AND HoME FINANCE··AGENcv FOR 
PRoJECT No. Kv.-CH-33 (D). THis MOTION wAs sEcoNDED av MR. WHITE AND THE ROLL wAs 
CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. WHITE, AYE; MR. MITCHELL, AYE; 
MR. LITCHFIELD, AvE; MR. ScHoEPFLIN, AvE; MR. DoRAN, AvE; AND MR. BuTLER, AYE, 
., .:1-
Boo OPENING oN PROJECT No. Kx.-CI+-33 (D). INviTATION To Boo No. 5-]346. 
THE REPORT, As STATED IN THE AGENDA, WAS GIVEN BY DR. Wooos, HE FURTHER STATED 
THAT NONE OF THE FIVE ALTERNATES WERE ACCEPTED, THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE HAS 
ANALYZED THE BIOS1 AND THAT HAL PERRY, BENTON, f<ENTUCKY,·HAS SIGNED THE CONTRACT. 
WoRKING WITH THE DEPARTMENT oF FtNANcE IN fiNANCING AND BuiLDING THE DoRMITORY. 
DR. WooDs STATED--T:HAT HE HAD 'A· PROPos·ITION FOR LEGAL" couNSEL FROM· JosEPH R. 
RuBIN, LouiSVILLE, KENTUCKY. MR. RusiN HAS OFFERED TO oo THE LEGAL WORK FOR $1200 
AND HAS CONTACTED THE SEcuRITv-CoLUMBIAN 8ANKNOTE CoMPANY~ THE 5ECURIT.....-CoLUMBIAN 
8ANKNOTE CoMPANY WILL PRINT THE BONDS FOR $295. THERE WILL BE SOME ADVERTISING 
WHICH SHOULD AMOUNT TO NO MORE THAN $100. IT IS BELIEVED THAT THE BONOS CAN BE HANDLED 
FOR APPROXIMATELY $1500, 
• .. 
'1 -'. ,·\ • ' .1~ 4 • 
'J:' ·IN LIGHT 6F THff RECOMMENOATION·OF THE :0EPARTMENT'OF FINANCE, MR. -WHITE MOVED 
THAT THE BoARiJ·EMPLOY JosEPH R. RuBIN AS LEGAL couNSEL TO PREPARE THE TRuST INDENTURE 
AND OTHER LEGAL. OPINIONS;IN CONNECTION:WITH THE. COMSTRUCTION OF·-THE 242-aED DORMITORY 
DESIGNATED AS -PRoJECT No. Kv.-CI-I-33 (D). THIS MOTION wAs SECONDED BY MR •• MITCHELL; 
AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR, WHITE, AVEi 
MR. MITCHELL~·AYEi· MR. LITCHFIELD, AYEi MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AvE; MR. DoRAN, AYEilANo 
... " I 1 ' .1. 
" 
MR. WHITE MOVE·DITHAT THE· BoARD AUTHORIZE THE PREsiDENT,, IN woRKING cooPERATIVELY 
WITH MR. RusiN, TO coNTRAcT WITH THE 5EcURITv-CoL.!.UMBiAN 8ANK.NOTE GoMPANY' FOR THE 
,. . 
·'· 
: ,. 
. ' 
•' . .. ... 
, .. 
1R4. 
AMOUNT OF $295,00 FOR PRINTING THE 683 ONE THOUSAND DOLLAR BONDS WITH INTEREST COUPONS 
DATED FEa~UARY 1 AND AuGUST 1. THIS MOTION wAs SECONDED ev MR. MITCHELL AND THE ROLL 
WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. WHITE, AYEi MR. MtTCHELL1 
AvE; MR. LITCHFIELD, AYE; MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AvE; MR. DoRAN, AvE; AND MR. BuTLER, AVE. 
0Ro WooDS STATED THAT IT WOULD BE NECESSARY FOR THE 80ARD TO DESIGNATE A LOCAL 
. DEPOSITORY. 
JN LIGHT OF THE AMOUNT OF THE ACCOUNTS ON DEPOSIT IN THE TWO BANKS IN MuRRAY, 
MR. WHITE MOVED THAT THE BoARD DESIGNATE THE BANK oF MuRRAY AS THE LOCAL DEPOSITORY 
FOR THE REVENUE ACCOUNT FOR THE 242-BED DORMITORY, FURTHER DESIGNATED AS PROJECT No. 
Kv.-CH-33 (D). THIS MOTION wAs SECONDED av MR. MITCHELL ANo THE ROLL wAs CALLED 
oN ITs AooPTI.ON WITH THE FOLLOWI.NG RESULTs: MR •. WHITE, AYEi MR. MITCHELL, AVEf 
MR. LITCHFIELD, AvE; MR. 5cHOEPFLIN, AvE; MR. DoRAN, AvE; AND MR. BuTLER, AYE. 
UPoN OR. WooDs RECOMMENDATION, MR. WHITE MOVED THAT THE BoARD DESIGNATE THE 
TRuST OFFICER OF THE CITIZENS FIDELITY BANK AND TRuST CoMPANY OF LouiSVILLE, KENTUCKY, 
AS TRUSTEE AND PAYING AGENT FOR THE BONDS TO BE ISSUED IN CONNECTION WITH THIS PROJECT. 
THIS MOTION wAs sEcONDED av MR. ScHoEPFLIN, AND THE ROLL wAs CALLED oN ITS ADOPTION 
WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. WHITE, AvE; MR. MITCHELL, AVE; MR. LITCHFIELD, AVEi 
MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AvE; MR. DoRAN, AvE; AND MR. BuTLER, AvE. 
MR. WHtTE MOVED THAT THE BoARD AUTHORIZE THE CHAI~MAN AND SECRETARY To SIGN 
THE TRUST INDENTURE, THE BONDS, AND ,OTHER NECESSARY LEGAL INSTRUMENTS IN CONNECTION. 
WITH THE FLOATING OF BONDS FOR THIS PROJECT, AND FURTHER MOVED THAT THE PRESIDENT, 
R. H. Wo.ODS 1 BE AUTHORIZED TO,SIG~ A.NY AND ALL PAPE;:RS REQUIRING HIS SIG.NATURE IN CONNEC.TION 
WITH THIS PROJECT. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. LITCHFIELD Af'<ID WAS CARRIE.D UNANIMOUSL.Yo 
MR. WHITE MOVED THAT THE BoARD AUTHORIZE THE ,PRESIDENT TO ADVERTISE THE BONDS 
IN THE BoNp BuvER AND A DAILY NEWSPAPER As MAY BE REQUIRED IN THE TRUST INDENTURE. THIS 
MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. MITCHELL AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WtTH THE 
FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. WHITE, AvE; MR. MITCHELL, AYE; MR. LITCHFIELD, AYEi MR. ScHOEPFLtN, 
AYEi MR. DoRAN, AYEi AND MR. BuTLER, AYE. 
PuRcHASE OF THE CAUDILL PROPERTY 
OR. WooDS READ THE REPORT ON THE PURCHASE OF THE CAUDILL PROPERTY AS STATED 
IN THE AGENDA AND STATED THAT THE LAND IS NOW BEING USED BY THE FI\RM AND WILL LATER 
BE USED FOR BUILDING PURPOSES. 
REPORT oN THE STATus oF MEN's DoRMITORY No. 2. 
THE FOLLOWING RESOLUTION WAS PROPOSED AND MOTION WAS MADE BY MR. WHITE THAT 
THE BoARD ADOPT THIS RESOLUTION. 
WHEREAS, THE NEED FOR DORMITORY ROOMS FOR MEN IS MOST ACUTE, AND 
. WHEREAS, THE HousiNG AND HoME FINANCE AGENCY HAS TENTATIVELY EAR-M~RKED A 
LOAN OF $800,000 WITH WHICH TO BUILD A SECOND OORMITORY1 ,AND 
WHEREAS, THE ARCHITECT, LEE PoTTER SMITH AND AssociATES, HAVE INDICATED THAT 
A DORMITORY OF AT LEAST 280 BEDS CAN BE CONSTRU~TED WITH THIS LOAN, 
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED ,HAT WE AUTHORIZE THE PRESIDENT, R. H. WooDs, 
TO DO EVERYTHING ,THAT HE CAN TO SECURE THE LOAN AT AN EARLY DATE, SIGN THE LoAN AGREE-
MENT, AND ASK THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE TO AuTHORIZE THE;:_ ~RCHI::rEcT, LEE Po:rTER SMIT_H 
AND AssociATES, TO PROCEED WITH THE FINAL PLANS FOR MEN•s DoRMITORY No. 2, DESIGNATED 
As PRoJECT No, .Kv.-CH-38 (D), 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT WE A,UTHORIZE THE PRESIOEf'T TO PLEDGE A ROOM. 
RENTAL OF $5.00 PER WEEK FOR EACH OCCUPANT OF THE DORMITORY AND FURTHER f'LEDGE FOR 
OPERATION OF THE DORMITORY $29.00 OF THE INCIDENTAL FEE FOR EACH SEMESTER OF THE REGULAR 
ACADEMIC YEAR FOR EACH STUDENT OCCUPANT AND $15.00 OF THE INCIDENTAL FEE ASSES?ED EACH 
STUDENT OCCUPANT DURING THE SUMMER SESSION. 
THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. Ml<rCHELL, AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION 
WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. WHITE, AvE; MR. MITCHELL, AvE; MR. LITCHFIELD, AYE; 
MR. ScHOEPFL.IN, AYE; MR. DoRAN, AvE; AND MR. BuTLER, AvE. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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RESOLUTION ON MARRIED HousiNG UNITS AooPTED 
WHEREA~. THE P~OB,~7=M OF HOUSING STUDE~.rs AT,MuRRAV ~,T~TE CoLL.E~E, G.R?~S MORE 
ACUTE EACH DAY, AND 
WHEREAS. TENTATIVE DISCUSSIONS HAVE BEEN HELD WITH THE STAFF MEMBERS OF THE 
DavtsaoN OF THE BuDGET AND MEMBERS OF THE ENGINEERING STAFF OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 
FtNANCE, I, • 
• ~ow, THEREFO~E. s,E IT RES.O!-VE.J? Ttjf'T .THE PRESIDENT .coNTACT THE DEPARTMENT 
OF FINANCE REQUESTING THEIR APPROVAL. AND ~S1SISTANCE IN MAKING PLANS FOR AT LEAST FIFTY, 
PERMANENT TYPE, MARRIED HOUSING UNITS FOR STUDENTS AT MuRRAY 5TATE CoLLEGE. 
. \'. 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT THE PRESIDENT WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE DEPARTMENT 
oF FINANCE REQUEST A LOAN FROM THE HousiNG AND HoME FINANCE AGENCY WITH WHICH TO cONSTRUCT 
THE MARRIED HOUSING UNITS. 
THE FOREGOING RESOLUTION wAs PRESENTED sv MR. DoRAN AND wAs SECONDED BY MR. ScHOEPFLIN 
AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. WHITE, AVEi 
MR~ MITCHELL, AYE;, MR •. LITCHFI~LD, AvEi ~~· .~c.H?~P.F':-I.N, AvE; MR. DoRAN, AVEi AND 
MR. BuTLER, AVE. 
REPAIRING THE GuTT_ERS IN 0RowA_y tiA,LL 
DR. WooDs REPORTED THAT THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE HAS ALLOCATED MuRRAY 5-rATE 
.. . . •' 
Co~:-LEGE $10,000 WITH WHICH TO REPAIR THE G~~T.E~~ ~N. 9~D.W!'Y .H_A7L AND HAS LET THE CONTRACT. 
BuDGET REsuEST FOR MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE 
DR. WooDS READ THE REPORT AS SET FORTH IN ITEM XVI OF THE AGENDA. HE FURTHER 
STATED THAT IN A CONFERENCE FR1.DAV1 J!"'~~A_Ry- .1?,. ~I_TJ;i _TJ:f~ ~?"':""':"I.S:OI~~~R OF J7'1NANCE AND 
THE sTAFF OF THE DIVISION OF TH~ BuoG_E'T•. I.T.~A_s_s_u'?C::E.sT~D. ~H!''T !':'r: ~?LLEG~ ISSUE 2o-vEAR 
BONDS WITH WHICH TO CONSTRUCT THE PROPOSED CLASSROOM BUILDING TO BE LOCATED BETWEEN 
............. ' . . . . . . . . . . 
THE ADMINISTRATION BuiLDING AND WELLS HALL AND THE ADMINISTRATION BuiLDING AND WILSON 
HALL. THE DIVISION OF THE BuoGET HAS AGREED TO PUT IN AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO ONE AND ONE-
HALF TIMES THE COST PER YEAR OF BONDS SUFFICIENT' TO CqNSTRUCT THE CL:ASSROOM BUILDING. 
ON MoNDAY AFTERNOON, I RECEIVED A cALL SAYING THAT ~HE~· wo~Lo ADD $135,050 To TH~ 
OPERATING BUDGET FOR THE SECON~ YEAR .o.F .T.H~ .B~E!'Ir:-'1~~· .. J.A~t:t .Y<?~R. CONCURREN.CE,AND 
AUTHORIZATION FOR THE CoLLEGE TO PROCEED IN COOPERATION WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE 
. . ................... . 
TO ISSUE REVENUE BONDS TO BE PAID FROM STUDENT FEES WITH WHICH TO CONSTRUCT THE 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . 
BUILDING AFTER THE BUDGET BILL IS ACTED UPON BY THE LEGISLATURE. 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. WHITE THAT THE BoARD CONCUR IN THE PREsioENT1S RECOMMENDATION 
AND AUTHORIZE THE PRESIDENT TO PROCEED IN COOPERATION WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE 
TO ISSUE REVENUE BONOS TO Bt; PAID FRO':"' .s:r';J~E.NT .F~~s. <wyl!t;"' ~!iiC!i .T? .cONSTR~CT THE BUILDING 
AFTER THE BUDGET BILL IS ACT.ED UPON a: !t;"IE, ~~~·~L:A!l;J~E~ , -rH.I~ !""~~~~~ '!"~~ ~~CONDED BY 
MR. MITCHELL ANo THE ROLL ~As cALLE~ ~r:"' .•"':s.~o?~~u?~ ~•.r!i _T!"f': :'?L:L~"."'ING REs~L..rs: ~ 
MR. WHIT.E, AYE; MR. MITCHE~L, AYEi ~R: ~~:a;~~E~':'-:Ir:'·.~Y~;, ~~·. ~I.Tff:t~IELo, AYEi. MR. DoRAN, 
AYE; AND MR. BuTLER, AYE. 
NAtiONAL DEFENSE StuDENT LoAN REPORT AccEPTED 
I I 
OR. Wooos REVIEWED THE REPORT As ;;~~T~9 ~N. ~H_E.~G.E~9A. ~o.R.T.H~ _B,o~~o .• HE FURTHER 
STATED THAT THE CoLLEGE HAS RECEIVED A TOTAL OF ~?7.• ~0.9, F.R?~ .T!"f~ ~?VE,R!'I~':NT. 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. ScHOEPFl:-'!'I.T~~"': '!'HE. ~~A~~ ~<?C.E~~ !HE. ~C::P,O~T OF .THE NAtiONAL 
DEFENSE STUDENT LoAN FuNo. THIS Mo:•_o~ .w.A~ .s~co_N?C::D. ~V. M~ •. ~I_T7':'F_I;;Lo AND wAs cARRIED 
UNANIMOUSLY. 
THOMAS P, NoRRIS STUDENT b'?AN fuND REPORT AccEPTED 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR •• DoRAN TH_AT .T~J7 ~c_J~R,O,A_C'?J7P.T_T_H-;=: ,Rr;:':'o.R! _o~ .T~~ J"~C?MA_s ~· 
NoRRIS STuDENT LoAN FuNo. THIS MOTI_O~ .w!''? .s~~o.Nm:;o, ~Y. ~~·. !?C:H.o~~F.L~~ ~No WAS CARRIED 
UNANIMOUSLY. 
. .. ·· 
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REPORT oF THE BusiNEsS MANAGER AccEPTED 
MR. P.·W. 0RowAv,· REvlEWEo THE REPciRT oF THE BusiNEsS' MANAGER FoR:THE. 80ARo • 
. -... 
REPORT OF P. W. ORDWAY, BUSINESS MANAGER 
· ' TO THE' PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF REGENTS OF - · · 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
JANUARY 2J, !960 
THE FOL.LOWING REPORT IS SUBMITTED FOR THE INFORMATION AND CONSIDERATION OF THE PRESIDENT 
AND BoARo' oF REGENTS bF MuRRAY ·STATE ·CoLLEGE! ·.! : ( •· ' •' 
. :. , ,, o\ •· 1,', • I J ' >l. \ 
I. SUMMARY OF FUND OfERAI!ONS- JuLY I,- DECEMBER 31, !959 
J , •• I 
' ' 
1959-60 'FISCAL YEA'R . •'- "" . "· ' . 1,i),, .1!.-l ···-~·· . ll ••. 
ALLOTMENTS 
. .. I I '• • ' t' 0'/ .. . · .· .. ~·I· ·:..:.-oFi'' .. 
AccouNT NuMBER 
36-2-01-'001 'STATE.APPROPRIATION ,•; , , • ,•, $1; 156,!25;00 $573;253.·55 
36-7-37-112 WELLS HALL BATHROOM RENOVATION . 40,COO.OO 14,909.82· 
36-7-37-113 HEATING PLANT REPAIR • . • • • • 2,200.00 2,199.90 
36-7-37-114 PuRcHAsE oF CAuDILL PRoPERTY • • 3o,oso.oo·=· 30,050:oo• · 
36-2-13-001 REVOLVING FuNo.......... 341,488.77 310,423.93 
36-2-13-101 BuiLDING CoNsTRUCTION 'ANo · ''f, 
RENOVATION ; 0 0 •••• 0 •• ~ •. . ' 42,029.67 .. -----
., 
UNENCUMBERED 
BALANCE 
$582,87L45 
25,090; 18 
.10 
- •• l• •.• , 
·-------
31,064.84 
42,029.67 
II. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE FROM YETERANS ADMINISTRATION FOR FIRST SEMESTER 
1959-60 
' . . . . 
PuBLIC LAw No. 550 
PuBLIC LAw No. 634 
PuBLIC LAw No. 894 
0 • • 0 • • 0 • • • • • • 0 0 • • • • •• 0 • 
' . 
Ill. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE FROM STUDENTS .. 
$370.00 
28.00' 
182.83 
$580.83 
. ·' . 
FALL SEMESTER 1958 ••••.•••• · ........ ·. ·• .' •.• $168.50 
SPRING SEMESTER 1959 •••••.••••.••. • • . • • . • 223.00 
SuMMER SESSION · •• ~-. · ••• : •• · •.• · •••••• 
'' 
• • • • • • 23. 82 
$415.32 
IV. CAfETERIA STATEMENT- JuNE 15- NovEMBER 30, 1959 
REcEr'pxs: 
CAsH REcEI\iE:o :AT. DooR. ; • '; '·. • • • • ·• . ·$' 10,644.62 
MEAL TicKETS • -. ' •·• •, ·;• ••• ~ , · •• : ; .'. ·• ·;-. ·.'. :· • • ·;- 126;01ll.38·· 
5AL.ESTo'·5NAcK8AR\' .. ·;~, ~ o, ."·,, ;, , ;',, ,·;·~ .·~, .2,748,21 
AccouNTs RECEIVABLE ••••• ; •••••••••••••• ; • 4.893.81 
ExPENDITUREs: 
SALARIES AND WAGES •••• • • • • • 0 • • • • 0 • •• 0 • • • • • 
STUDENT WAGES • 0 0 ••• 0 • 0 •• 0 ••• 0 
F ooo PRoDUCTS •• · •• ~ • ', ••• ·• · •· • 
UTILITIES • ; 0 0 , 1 • 1• •• •• • •••• 
LAuNoRv ••••••••.•••.•• 
OFFICE SuPPLIEs •• ;'' •• ~ •• ·• 
CHINA, UTENSILS, ETC, ............. . 
0rHER SuPPLIES •••••••••••••••• , 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT. 0 0 ••• 0 •• 0 0 
,;.;;_ . 
0rHER ExPENSES • •••••••••••••••••••••••. , • 
F. I. c. A. TAXES ••••••• 0 0 ••••••• 0 0 0 • 0 •••• 
K. E. R. S ••.• 0 • • • • • • • • • • •• 0 0 0 •• 0 • • 0 ••• 
NEW EQUIPMENT •••••••••• ·• 
PROFIT FOR PERIOD •••.••••.. 
27,438.07 
6,281. 96 
. 76,517.33' 
2,932.34 
333.63 
. 60.99. 
3,394.85 
3,132.25 
265.79 
582.52 
689.16 
909.48 
2.792.80 
! • -~. Jl: 
.. ·,. . . . 
' " ... 
'' 
.•. .·. 
$144,301.02 
' ' 
. . ·, 
125,331.17 
. • $ 18,969.85 
I 
I 
I 
CoMPARATIVE STATEMENTS 
JuNE 1- OcTOBER 31, 1958 PROFIT 
JuNE 1- OcTOBER 31, 1957 PRoFIT 
JuNE 1- OcTOBER 31, 1956 PROFIT 
.$6,377.21 . 
3,374.56 . 
3,4.12.49 ' 
V. SNACK BAR STATEMENT- JuNE 15- .DEcEMBER 31,. 1.959. 
I SNACK BAR • • • • 0 • • • CIGARETTE MAcHINE • •• CANDY MAcHINE ••.• , 
JuKE Box ......... . 
TOTAL SALES • 
CosT oF Gooos SoLo . 
GROSS PROFIT 
..•. $.16,265.95 
'3,066.95 
... ' ' ' 262.25 
32!.00 
$19,916.15 
10.874.20 
•• $ 9,041.95 
' . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . ' ' ' . . . . . . . . ' 
OPERATING ExPENSEs: 
SALARIES AND WAGES 0 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT. 
LAuNDRY • , •••••••• 
JANITORIAL. SuPPLIES •• 
HousEHOLD AND KITCHEN SuPPLIES 
•. $ 6,95!.20 
' .3.30 
'23.02 
.166.87 
.197. 58 
DEPRECIATION oN SuPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT. • 240.31. 
ToTAL 0PERA:rJNG ExPENSES, • ... • • • ... $. 7.582.28 
NET PROFIT •••••••••••••••••• $ 1,459.67 
VI. RECREATION ROOM STATEMENT- JuLY 1- DEcEMBER 31, 1959 
I 
RECEIPTS! 
PooL. •••• • • • 0 • • • • • • • 
PING PoNG BALLS • , • , , •• 
CocA CoLA AND PEPSI CoLA, 
To~ns MAcHINE 
GAME MAcHINES 
ExPENDITURES! 
STuDENT WAGES •• 0 0 • • •••••.• 
MERCHANDISE FOR RESALE •• 
EQui'PMENT AND SuPPLIES 
NEw EQuiPMENT •••• 
. ., 
$2,206.23 
78.30 
323.32 
123.20 
• ._. _!!.;69g.1 !1J00o~... 
'•, ~ ·- I 
$ 536.89 
428.75 
71.93 
541.60 
NET PROFIT . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 
VII. FARM STATEMENT- JuLY 1- DEcEMBER 31, 1959 
I 
REcEIPTs: 
FARM AND GARDEN PRODUCTS .•.•.•.•.• '• '• .• '• .• '• '• .•.•. $.1,548. 22 
PauL TRY AND EGGs • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • 3,649.70 
DAIRY PRODUCTS ~ •• 
ORCHARD PRODUCTS • 
LIVESTOCK • •••••• 
FAIR SHOW PREMIUMS 
Ml SCELLANEOUS 
• ...•.•.. '• .. '• '• .• '• ., .•.• '• '• ' 6,690. 23 
. ..• 149.50 
. 1,446.81 
162.96 
........................... .3.75. 75 
ExPENDITUREs: 
SALARIES •••••••••••• 
VETERINARY AND TESTING •• 
ELECTRICITY AND TELEPHONE 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT • ••• 
MAINTENANCE OF BuiLDINGS. 
' .. 
. .. 
$9,810.44 
393.71 
:,269.44 
1,021.26 
-927.59 
OAI RV PRODUCTS • • • • • • • • .'. 180.95 
FEED AND FoRAGE ••••• ·, ·• ·• ·• ·• ·• ., ·• ·• .• .• .• 2,863.58 
MoTOR FuELS AND LuBRICANTS·.···· .• ·•·• .•.• ·•·•·• .• ·• .•.. 555.49 
$2,800.05 
1.579.17 
$1,220.88 
$14,023.17 
.' 'I 
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HEATING FuELS . . . . . . 
MEDICAL SuPPLIES •••• 
AGRICULTURAL SuPPLIES. 
SEED AND FERTILIZER •• 
CoMMERCIAL SuPPLIEs • 
RENTAL OF EQUIPMENT 
INSURANCE ••••••• 0 • 
Ml SCELLANEOUS • 0 ••• 
MAcHINERY AND IMPLEMENTs 
BuiLDINGS AND FIXED EQuiPMENT 
F.I.C.A. TAXES ••••••••.•• 
K.E. R. S. • •••••• ·, ••••••• 
ToTAL ExPENDITUREs ExcEEDING. RECEIPTS . 
$ 170.29 
69.47 
502.26 
400.53 
3.00 
323.00 
1,235.32 
134.36 
147.67 
.4.11. 80 . 
.282.42 . 
2!!Q.l1~ . 
VIII. CANNERY STATEMENT- JuLY I- DEcEMBER 31, .1959. 
$19.983,50 
.$. 5, 960. 33 
RECEIPTs: ••• 0 0 • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • •••••••.• $5,090.31 
ExPENDITUREs: 
SALARIES AND WAGES. 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT 0 
CoMMERCIAL SuPPLIEs • 
RENTAL OF EQUIPMENT 
MISCELLANEOUS •••• 
. ... $.1.571.91 . 
.. 193.22 
F.I.C.A. TAXES •••• 
ToTAL ExPENDITUREs ExcEEDING. REcEIPTs. 
4,094.27 . 
95.00. 
. 1.30 
38.96 . 5.994,66 
.$ .. 904.35 
REPORT OF JAMES A. ROGERS, TREASURER 
TO THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF REGENTS OF 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
JANUARY 21,, 1960 , , , 
BONDED ACCOUNTS- STATEMENTS OF DECEMBER 31. 1959 . 
I. HEALTH BuiLDING ANa HoME MANAGEMENT HousE . , .•.. , 
BALANCE IN BuiLDING REvENUE AccouNT. , , , , • , , $ 5,434.00 
BALANCE IN BoNo AND INTEREST AccOUNT. • • • • • • • 9,760.00 
BALANCE IN OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE AccOUNT.. 1.562.13 
U. 5. TREASURY BoNos PURCHASED FROM SURPLUS, 
IN HEALTH BuiLDING AccouNTS! 
U. S. TREASURY BoNo No, 
U. S. TREASURY BoNo No. 
25909- 2- t/8 PERCENT 
t550t - 2- V2 PERCENT 
.$.16,75~.13 
.$10,000.00 
10.000,00 
$20,000.00 
ORIGINAL AMOUNT OF BONo ISSUE oATED Nov. 1, 1935 .•••••••• 
BoNOS OUTSTANDING ON THIS ACCOUNT •. • • • • • .• .• ,• ,o .• .• .• ,o .• .• .• ,• ,• ,• • 
DEPOSITED. 
BANK oF MuRRAY 
PEOPLES BANK· ' 
.BA,.,~ OJ;' MuRRAY 
DATE OF PuRCHASE 
.AUGUST I, 1954 
JANUARY 21, !956 
$145,000.00 
21,000.00 
AMOUNT TO BE PAID DURING PERIOD JANUARY 1 •. 1960.-:: JAN!J~~Y. 1 •. 1961. 
FOR BONOS $6,000,00, INTEREST $840, , , , , , , .• ,, .• ·' ,, ,• .• ·' .• ,• .• .• .• .• .•, 
INTEREST RATE 4 PERcENT ANo FINAL. MATURITY .DATE; Nov. •. 1 •. 196.3, 
. 6,840,00 
II. fJNE ARTS 8uJL.D!NG DEPOSITED-
BALANCE JN BuiLOJNG.REVENUE AccouNT ••.•.•.•.•.•. $ .. 5..898.2.6 ..•... 1;3AN~ 9~ .MuRRAy 
BALANCE IN BoNo AND INTEREST AccouNT • • • • • ~ 6,660.56 BANK OF MuRRAY 
BAL~ANCE JN OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE AccouNT • • 1.101.43 BANK OF MuRRAY 
.$.13,660. 25 ....... . 
U. S. TREASURY BoNo PURCHASED FROM 
suRPL.us IN FINE ARTS BuiL.DING AccouNT: 
U. S. TREAsuRY BoNo No, 25723 "'.2- iJs PERc~~T 
.$.10,000.00 
DATE OF PuRCHASE 
JANUARY 2J, 1956 
ORIGINAL AMOUNT OF BoNo ISSUE DATED OcT, 1., .1945 .•.•.•.......•.•... • .• .$. 77.000.00 
BoNOS OUTSTANDING ON THIS ACCOUNT ••• • o • ,o ,o ,o ,o ,. ,o ,o ,o ,o ,o ,o .• .• .• o o JQ,QQQ.QQ 
AMOUNT TO BE PAID DURING PERIOD .J~NUARY J, J96Q- JANUARY 1, 1961 
FOR BONOS $4,QQQ, INTEREST $180. )NTEREST RATE 2-J/4 PERCENT AND 
Fl NAL. MATURITY DATE APRIL. 1, 1961. 
4,180.00 
I 
I 
. ' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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III. 1954 REvENUE BoNo AND INTEREST AccouNT (BASKETBALL FIELDHousE) 
IV. 
BALANCE IN BoNo AND INTEREST AccouNT •• $ 57,554.77 
ORIGINAL AMOUNT OF BOND ISSUE DATED JULY 1, 1954 • 
BONDS OUTSTANDING ON THIS ACCOUNT. • • • • . . . . . . . 
AMOUNT TO BE PAID DURING PERIOD JANUARY J, 1960- JANUARY J, 1961 
FOR BONDS $8,000, INTEREST $3,577.50 .. • • , , , , . , , , , , , , 
INTEREST RATE 3-)14 PERCENT JuLY 1, 1955 TO JuLY 1, 1970 
AND 3 PERCENT FROM JULY 1, 1970 TO JuLY 1, 1972, FINAL 
. ' 
MATURITY DATE JuL. Y J 1 1972. 
1955 DoRtt~To,Ry REyENU~ BoNos- Wo':'~s HALL -: 
BALANCE IN DoRMITORY REVENUE AccouNT ••• 
BALANCE IN SaN~ING F~ND AccouNT •• : •••• 
BALANCE IN SINKING FuNo- INCOME AccOUNT. 
" $. 41,475.82 
10,854.98 
69.18 
$ 52,399.98 
U. 5 •. TREASURY NoTES PURCHASED FROM SURPLUs· .• ·- •• . :. 
IN SINKING FuND AccouNT: 
U. 5. TREASURY 4-3/4PERCENT NoTE· 
U. S. TREASURY 4-ij4 PERCENT NoTE 
. ' $ 4,000.00 
24,000.00 
$ 28,000.00 
DEPOSITED 
BANK oF MuRRAY 
$200,000.00 
136,000.00 
11,577.50 
DEPOSITED 
PEoPLES BANK 
THE Kv. TRusT Co;. 
THE Kv. TRuST Co. 
LouisVILLE, Kv • 
PATE OF PuRCHASE 
JULY 28, 1959 
Nov. 9, 1959 
ORIGINAL AMOUNT OF BOND ISSUE DATED DEc. 1 , 1955 .••••••• 
80NOS OUTSTANDING ON THIS ACCOUNT • o o o • • o •• o o o o • o o • 
.•• $818,000.00 
792,000.00 
AMOUNT TO BE PAID DURING PERIOD JANUARY 1, 1960- JANuARY 1, 1961 
FOR BONDS $13,000, .INTEREST $21,780 , ... , . 
INTEREsT RATE 2-3/4 PERCE~, FINAL MAT~RJTY DATE DEc. 1, 1995. 
34,780.00 
V. STuDENT UNION REVENUE BoNos OF !957 
BALANCE IN STuDENT UNION REvENUE AccouNT. 
8AL.ANCE IN BoNo AND INTEREST AccouNT •••• 
$ 68,910.70 
.10.586. 13 
$ 79,496.83 
DEPOSITED 
PEoPLES BANK 
LINCOLN BANK AND TRUST 
LOuiSVILLE, Kv. 
ORIGINAL AMOUNT OF BOND ISSUE DATED Nov. 1, 195? • . • . • • . • 
BoNDS OUTSTANDING ON THIS ACCOUNT • • • o • • • • • • • • o • • • • • 
AMOUNT TO BE PAID DURING PERIOD JANUARY 1, 1960- JANUARY 1, 1961 
FOR BONDS $10,000, INTEREST $19,262.50 • • • • • • • • • • • , , , , , . , 
INTEREST RATE. 2-~· PER~E·NT· AND FINAL MAIURI~Y DATE Nov. 1, 1997. 
$670,000,00 
670,000,00 
29,262.50 
MoTION WAS MADE ev MR. ScHOEPFLIN THAT THE BoARD ACCEPT THE REPORT OF THE BusiNESS 
. , • F 
MANAGER.- THIS MoTa oN wAs SECONDED ev MR. MITCHELL AND. wA·s· cARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. DoRAN THAT $3;300 BE ADDED TO THE LIBRARY BUDGET FOR THE 
REMAINDER oF THE YEAR, 1959-60. THIS MOTION wAs sE~oNDED By MR. WHITE, AND THE ROLL 
wAs CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RE:S:uLTs': MR. WHITE, AYE; MR. ScHoEPFLIN, 
AYE; MR. DoRAN, AYE; AND MR. BuTLER, AYE. 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL BuDGET Au_oWANCE IN THE CHEMisTRY DEPARTMENT 
DR. WooDs STATED THAT soME oF THE DEPARTMENTS, MOST RECENTLY THE DEPARTMENT OF 
CHEMISTRY, HAS REQ,UESTED AN ADDITIONAL ALLOTMENT FOR SUPPLIES AND TRAVEL. 
MoTION WAs MADE BY MR. WHITE THAT THE BOARD AUTHORIZE THE PRESIDENT TO coNSIDER 
THE REQUEST AND OTHERS AS THEY ARE MADE AND MAKE ADJUSTMENTS IN THE BUDGET IN KEEPING 
WITH THE EQUITY INVOLVED AND FUNDS AVAILABLE. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED By MRo MITCHELL 
AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. WHITE, AYE; 
MR. MITCHELL, AYE; MR. LtTcHFIELD, AYE; MR. ScHoEPFLIN, AYE; MR. DoRAN, AYE; ANo 
MR. BuTLER, AvE. 
MEETING RECESSED UNTIL 12;45 
AT 12:10, THE MEETING WAS RECESSED FOR L.UNCH UNTIL. 12:45. 
MEETING RECONVENED AT 12;45 
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FooTBALL SITUATION 
AFTER CONSIDERAIJLE DISCUSSION, THE FOLLOWING RESOLUTION WAS PRESENTED AND 
MOTION WAS MADE BY MR. WHiTE THAT THE BOARD 'ADOPT THIS RESi,L~;..:ION: 
WHEREA5,1 ~HE Fo6TsALL TEA'M' AT' MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE HAS EXPERIENCED LOSING 
SEASONS FOR THE PAST THREE 'vE:ARs: AND 
WHEREAS, MR. J1M 'Cui...L..VAN, 'THE HEAD FOOTBALL. 'CoAcH, MADE A suGGESTION THAT 
HE GIVE UP HEAD FOOTBALL COACHING AND BE RETAINED ON THE STAFF, BUT LATER DECLINED 
TO SUBMIT ir.HIS REQUEST IN WRITING TO BE RELIEVED OF HIS COACHiNG RESPONSIBILITIES1 AND 
WHEREAS, MR. Rov STEWART, THE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR, WITH THE coNCURRENCE OF 
! J'l 
THE ATHLETIC CoMMITTEE, AFTER A THOROUGH INVESTiciATION, FEELS THAT A CHANGE IN THE 
' . . . . . . . " 
FOOTBALL COACH IS NECESSARY FOR THE GENERAL. WELFARE OF THE INSTITUTION1S ATHLETIC 
. ' PROGRAM, AND 
WHEREAS, MR, CuLLIVAN IS NOW EMPLOYED UNDER CONTRACT UNTIL JuNE 30, 1960. 
NOW, THEREFORE. BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE BoARD OF REGENTS oF MuRRAY 
STATE CoLLEGE AUTHORIZE THE PRESIDENT TO NOTIFY MR. CuL.L.IVAN TO THE EFFEcT THAT HE 
IS NOW RELIEVED OF HIS COACHING DUTIES AND THAT HIS PRESENT CONTRACT WILL. NOT BE RENEWED. 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT THE PRESIDENT ALSO BE AUTHORIZED TO ASSIGN HIM 
DUTIES IN THE FIEL.D OF TEACHING UNTIL. HIS CONTRACT IS TERMINATED. 
THE MOTION wAs sECONDED BY MR.' MiTcHELL' AND "THJ ROLL wAs cALL.ED ON ITS ADOPTION 
WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. WHtTE, AYEi MR. MITCHELL., AYE; MR. ScHOEPFL.tN, AVE; 
MR. LITCHFIELD, AVE; MR; DORAN; PAs~E:D; .AND MR; BiJTL..ER, AVE. 
MR. WHITE PRESENTED THE FOL..L..OWING RESOL..UTION AND MOVED THAT THIS RESOL..UTION BE 
ADOPTED BY THE BoARD oF REGENTs: 
WHEREAS, MR. JtM Cul..L..JVAN HAs' BEEN RELIEvED oF HIS DUTIES As HEAD FooTBALL. 
CoAcH AND HAS a·E;EN ASSIGNED DUTIES IN TEACHING, AND 
........... 
WHEREAS, A VACANCY NOW EXIST FOR HEAD FOOTBAL..L.. COACH, AND 
WHEREAS, IF SPRING PRACTICE IS TO BE CARRIED ouT, IT IS NECESSARY TO MAKE CONTACT 
IMMEDIATELY WITH THE VIEW OF EMP~...OY.NG A 'pERSoN As .. HEAD FooTBALL CoAcH. 
NOW. THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE BOARD oF REGENTS OF MuRRAY STATE 
., 1 
CoL.L.EGE AUTHORIZE THE PRESIDENT, R. H. WooDs. TO TAKE WHATEvER ACTION HE DEEMS ADVISABLE 
TO FILL THE VACANCY oF HEAD FooTBALL CoAcH 'As sooN AS POSSIBLE. 
THE MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. MITCHELL. AND THE ROLL. WAS CAL..L..ED ON ITS ADOPTION 
wrTH THE FOL..L..OWJNG RESuL..Ts: MR. WHITE, AvEi MR. MITCHELL, AVEi MR. LITCHFIELD, AYEi 
MR. ScH;,EPFL..IN, AvE; MR. DORAN; AvE; AND MR. BuTLER, AYE. 
MEETING AoJOURNED AT 2;30 P.M. 
AT 2:30 Po M., MOTION WAS MADE BY MR. DoRAN THAT THE MEETING BE ADJOURNED. THis• 
MOTION WAS SECQ~~ED. BY MR. LITCHFIELD AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
~·~p.,£) 
, C RMAN 
. - . 
SECRETAR 
I 
I 
I 
